See something in the Beach House that changed your perspective? Find out where you can buy it in this Décor Guide.
DÉCOR GUIDE

Interior designer Kate Jackson sought to elevate the design of The Beach House, while also solving challenges like fading from the sun, spill-prone children, and wear and tear from frequent guests. Her coastal chic design focused on furniture and accessories with clean lines and fabrics in a neutral, calming palette upon which she layered colors that provide a nod to the home’s and its family’s nautical orientation.

If you’ve fallen in love with a fabric shown here, find it near you by visiting Sunbrella.com/buy unless otherwise noted.
LIVING ROOM

1. Two-cushion sofas from LEE Industries (3163-32) upholstered in Posh Parchment

2. Decorative pillows in St. Tropez Tangerine from Donghia

3. Decorative pillows in Canvas Tuscan with Canvas Navy edging

4. Cocktail Ottoman from LEE Industries (1683-90) upholstered in Asia II Mariner from the Joe Ruggiero Collection by Sunbrella. Available through the MT Company.

5. Swivel Gliders from LEE Industries (1701-01SG) upholstered in Bisbee Wren

6. Original artwork from Re in North Kingstown, RI

7. Living room draperies in Sunbrella Mist Snow. Draperies fabricated by Karen Angell

8. Tripod floor lamp from Circa (SL1700)

9. Sunbrella Renaissance Rug from Colonial Mills in SA10-Papyrus with Canvas Tuscan binding
**DINING ROOM**

1. Dining room draperies in Sunbrella Mist Snow. Draperies fabricated by Karen Angell

2. Villa dining room chairs (VILLA/JR 9515-DC) from the MT Company in Sailcloth Salt with Canvas Navy welting

3. Large cornice hanging lantern from Circa in Polished Nickel finish. Fixture is used above the dining room table and the kitchen island.

4. Bar stools (7001-52) from LEE Industries upholstered in Hampton Indigo
PORCH AND DINING DECK

1. Sag Harbor outdoor sectional from Kingsley Bate (8894643) with cushions in Canvas Natural
2. Decorative pillows in Asia II Mariner from the Joe Ruggiero Collection by Sunbrella. Available through the MT Company.
3. Decorative pillows in Canvas Tuscan
6. Kayu teak table and dining bench from Design Within Reach
7. Director’s chairs in Pacific Blue from Serena and Lily
LOUNGING DECK

1. Chaise lounges from Kingsley Bate in Canvas Natural
2. Decorative pillows in Canvas Tuscan
3. Sunbrella throw in Vellum/Cornflower Blue from Textillery Weavers

WINDOW AREA

4. Retractable window awnings created by Pease Awning in Silica Stone
5. Sag Harbor armless chair from Kingsley Bate (8894643) with cushions in Canvas Natural
THIRD FLOOR SITTING AREA

1. Sectional from the MT Company upholstered in Sailcloth Salt

2. Decorative pillows in Canvas Aruba

3. Decorative pillows in Martinique Spa from Kravet

4. Decorative pillows in Uma Frette Orkid from Kravet

5. Decorative pillows in Dupione Paradise

6. Upholstered club chair in Dupione Paradise from Kincaid with decorative pillow in Canvas Aruba

7. Sunbrella throw in Tulip with Vellum from Textillery Weavers

8. Sunbrella Renaissance Rug from Colonial Mills in SA13-Sea

GIRL’S READING AREA

9. Wicker swing from Serena & Lily with decorative pillows in Sailcloth Salt and Canvas Aruba
THIRD FLOOR SLEEPING AREA

1. Upholstered headboards from the MT Company in Surf (755591) from JF Fabrics

2. Sunbrella throws in Apple Green with Vellum from Textillery Weavers

3. Decorative pillows on the bed in Kanekopa Akuatic Aqua from Kravet

4. Decorative pillows on the bed in Canvas Hot Pink with Rainforest trim

5. An antique chest of drawers between the beds from Re

6. Palmer Ottoman from Safavieh upholstered in Canvas Hot Pink with Canvas Parrot trim

7. Decorative pillow in Uma Frette Orkid from Kravet
KATE JACKSON, PRINCIPAL, KATE JACKSON DESIGN

From the days of obsessively decorating dollhouses and rearranging miniature furniture to buying, renovating and selling her first home in Boston, Kate Jackson’s entire life directed her to a career in interior design.

Hailed as one of Rhode Island’s Hottest New Designers, Kate Jackson exploded onto the RI interior design scene more than 10 years ago with a passion for design and intuitive connection with homeowners. She listens closely to her clients, finds what makes them tick and seamlessly melds the old with the new, using furniture and finds from a variety of sources including antique stores, design centers and high-end boutiques. This juxtaposition creates a welcoming home that is a tailored, modern departure from expected New England décor.

A native of RI, Kate most frequently designs for clients with homes on the ocean and feels most at home by the water, a calm respite from her hectic life. A busy mother with a successful design firm, Kate and her husband live on the ocean with their three children and one very patient cat, Maggie.
RESOURCES

Thank you to our partners in the Beach House makeover. From making beautiful furniture and decorative pillows to hanging light fixtures and moving everything in, this project would not have been possible without you.

BOSTON DESIGN CENTER
bostondesign.com

CABOT HOUSE
cabothouse.com

CIRCA LIGHTING
circalighting.com

COASTAL MOVING GROUP
401-527-9988

COLONIAL MILLS
colonialmills.com

DESIGN WITHIN REACH
dwr.com

JORDAN’S FURNITURE
Jordans.com

KAREN ANGELL DESIGN
facebook.com/karenangelldesign

KENNETH G. PICHETTE –
DRAPERY INSTALLATION
401-578-2688

KINCAID FURNITURE
kincaidfurniture.com

KINGSLEY BATE
kingsleybate.com

KRAVET
kravet.com

LEE INDUSTRIES
leeindustries.com

MCKAY’S FRONT PORCH
mckaysfurniture.com

THE MT COMPANY
themtcompany.com

NORHERN LIGHTS ELECTRIC
northernlightselectric.com

PATRIOT UPHOLSTERY
patriotupholstery.com

PEASE AWNING
peasecompany.com

RE
rerhodeisland.com

RED BIRD TRADING COMPANY
redbirdnewburyport.com

TEXTILLERY WEAVERS
textillery.com

SAFAVIEH
safavieh.com

SERENA & LILY
serenaandlily.com